
This text originated at the end of 2020 as a series of blog posts, written in my native German 
language. It appears here as running text in preparation for another small book of the series 
MINUTES. The translation is mine. As in the future book, the table of contents is marked with page 
numbers. This text was triggered by numerous interesting contributions on ARTE and Youtube, 
the authors and contributors of which act as if their present life is without end, and the hereafter 
only a fantasy. The author. 
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Frame 

The time has come. I have decided not to continue to participate in today’s public discussions  
without the pursuit of all facts. After all, which conversation can do without a base consensus? 
Without mentioned and even unnamed basic conditions? 



For this planet these conditions are quickly stated. Everyone is born, everyone dies. A coming  
and going results, which suggests the existence of other spheres. Our globe - the Earth - which  
in fact most likely resembles the shape of a breathing plum, moves around the sun, in what is only 
one of countless solar systems. This points to gigantic activity in space, which man, as he is in the 
here and now, does not perceive. With good reason, because his life on earth is probation for 
further life. Summing up, it makes no sense to discuss individual and collective matters without 
awareness and mention of these basic conditions. 

Covid-19, climate change and banking crisis are the consequence of human actions. Addiction  
to power, abuse and fraud are their motivation. So what is there to do? How position oneself to 
avoid consequences of this misconduct? Wearing a mask, not hugging anyone, always washing 
your hands? Continue to live with plastics in food and objects of daily existence? Pretending 
nothing is wrong and continue to drive a car, buying goods of the world, wasting electricity and 
raw materials with products and appliances of all kinds... the list is long. And go on pretending 
there is no creator, no laws that regulate his creation. Nobody who regulates the stars and their 
orbits. No God who loves us humans, and seeks our love. 

Origins 

The big bang and a continued expansion of the universe today is proven by scientific measure-
ments. A constant multiplication of creation is evident. Will this multiplication ever come to an 
end? Yes, but it is a long way off. God plans to reunite creation in himself and at some time - most 
likely in the far future - begin a new, possibly quite different one. For now our present creation 
exists, and its order.  

Economy. According to the dictionary economy is thriftiness. The sparing use of something. 
Rational use and rational application of something. Question, what is something? And how is 
rationally defined? Economics, the science of dealing with limited raw materials? Economics, the 
rational use of limited means. An inherent contradiction in this definition is obvious. Neither 
quantity nor demand are defined. Limit what? 

The chestnuts are ripe. Time to go gather them before animals will fill their storerooms. Hawthorn 
and medlar, rose hip and blackthorns ripen in the hedges. More than humans and birds could 
ever harvest. Last berries ripen in the blackberry hedges. Much falls to the ground, remains there 
and turns to compost. Countless medicinal herbs grow on the land. Dandelion and ribwort 
plantain, burdock and comfrey, lady's mantle and goldenrod, mullein, and, and, and... nettle and 
sorrel are tasty leaf vegetables. Acorns and hazelnuts. Laurels and walnuts. Unlimited resources. 
The cycle of growing, ripening, harvesting and self-composting is economical and without seams. 
Why not adhere to this order? Cultivate it. 
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Can God make mistakes?  

No, one would like to say. God does not make mistakes, otherwise he would not be God. This 
common view has a catch, however. For, where then does evil come from? In fast motion: In the 
beginning, at the time of the Big Bang, God created the spirits that serve him: His angels. But he 



also was in want of a counterpart. A being at eye level. For exchange, conversation and personal 
love. He therefore created a being equal to himself, full of power and free will - his wife. 

He positioned her outside of himself and with it our creation as we know it took its course. We 
know the story and experience it daily anew. The woman became haughty. She rose above him 
and his creation. To stop the consequences of her selfishness, the Lord clothed her and her 
followers and bound her in fixed matter. Wave became atom. Energy became material. The 
glorious Santana became Satan. Our world, in which he continues his evil pursuits, was and is the 
consequence. Only kept in check by the Lord himself and his heavenly hosts. The way out of 
Satan's arrogance is our humility and the love he denies him to this very today.  

Progressive Internationals. No war. No stock markets. No capitalism. Active, self-responsible 
people. Full of creativity. Filled with love and reverence for the Creator. The prodigal son come  
true. Creation and universe are poetry and drama, opera and requiem, narrative and lyricism. He 
calls us to practical love and corresponding sobriety. 

How to be in touch? 

The material world, in its breath-taking multiplicity, is the expression of his ideas. His all-
pervading power maintains it, even if Satan continues to interfere. His plan for creation stands.  
He knows everything, cares for everything, causes everything. The hair on our heads are counted, 
the number of atoms in our bodies as well. And/but he gave man free will, without which love can 
not be. The result brings on, holds and offers surprises. How can one come in touch with him? By 
offering him access to her/his heart, and by keeping to his order. Foremost the call to love.  

At this point the origin of the material world and consequences that arise from it, should  
be remembered. As long as their influence prevails, surrender to his will may be difficult. Strong 
is the hostile input. Excessive is the lure of our free will.  

Money is a medium for exchange. It has no more material value, but serves as a numerical 
medium of intermediate exchange whenever no direct exchange is possible. It can be the 
equivalent of value as long as a safe place for storage can be found. The value of individual 
exchanges as well as of currencies in consensus of participants is constantly renegotiated.  
Like language money is a common good. Like water, it can flow or freeze, dissolve into air or 
collect in the underground and reappear. In contrast to water, its amount is constantly adjusted. 

Money can serve love as well as selfish obsession with power. It enables the peaceful exchange 
of goods as well as the production of unworthy technologies and environmentally destructive 
substances. It permits the division of labor and consumption. It finances war. But we are called to 
love.  
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Christmas 

Jesus Christ. God and Lord. Father and Son. Human like you and me. Born, in a stable full of  
straw and dung - surrounded by animals. Wrapped in diapers, he was bedded in a manger.  
Again this year, two thousand and twenty years later, mankind celebrates God's birth as a man  



on earth. Basks in the dark season of northern regions in the memory of his love. But does it 
approach him, does it seek his presence? Does she keep his order? Does it know and follow his 
voice? Does mankind love him? How many people know at all what the birth of God as man is 
about?  

Not many, I say, who have believed in him for more than forty years. The voice of the world is  
too tempting. Too dominant are thoughts, plans and goals that man himself without him can 
develop and put in effect. Yes, thanks to the freedom he has given us. Thanks to means only he 
can provide. How do personal responsibility and participation in and with his will actually fit 
together? Only his presence offers security. Only with him are we safe. But what will happen to 
me? The individual, unique creature, the human me, when I fully join his will? He has created me. 
Why should he not also have a right to me, my will and my love. All would not exist without him. 
Nevertheless, something here still stands in my way. 

Christmas. The room with the tree is still firmly locked. All are dressed festive and are excited. 
Getting flutes and the xylophone. Reading the lyrics once more. And then doors open. The 
Christmas room, illuminated by candles, filled with the scent of the Christmas tree, emits 
tranquility and comfort. So beautiful, the songs, being together, the soft sound of bells. After-
wards the presents are presented. Only many years later does it dawn on me. No, not gifts. Not  
all the other stuff, not even the songs made the event. Love and togetherness did it. And his 
blessings. 

Why? 

God born as man. Why? But actually, why not! Why shouldn't God want to live with man on  
one level. The very humanity he created in his image, to be his counterpart. Whose company  
and love he seeks. God born as man, with divine attributes and no loss of divine functions.  
A person who has no need to rise above others. Who points humility the way. In contrast to  
a destructive arrogance of the apostate, whom he once created for himself in love. Who does  
not want to protect and preserve, but to destroy. And now, together with his followers, is fixed  
in multiform matter. Jesus, all man, all God, Father, and sole ruler of creation, who pursues the 
goal of reuniting everything in himself. 

Humility. A somewhat larger research was due. What does it actually mean to be humble.  
I find the following information: "To have the disposition of a servant, a handmaiden. The 
opposite of arrogance. To be of a low estate. To be meek. To value others more highly than 
yourself. Devotion. Servitude out of self-obligating love.” I begin to think about myself. And in  
the evening I read one can have anything from God, but humility. This one must bring on oneself. 
In the morning I finally find a term that, to me, best identifies humility quite without flourishes or 
incense as willingness to serve. Most likely because one recognises the gift without bounds,  
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which is the permission to participate in God’s will. People in standby come to mind. And not 
having to wander hungry, lonely and all alone in the dark expanses of the universe until finally  
an angel messenger sent by God passes by and speaks of the Saviour and his deed. Tells the 
message that every church tower and every cross on the way waves to us here on earth. But, 
which one simply did not want to hear or heed. 



Script 

On a long evening before Christmas, during the second Covid-19 shut down in France 2020, 
we watch on ARTE a series of films about the history of writing. The report begins in Egypt  
with characters which became intelligible with phonetic recomposition. As proof, a small 
contemporary book is quoted, which in similar ways describes the story of everyday office life 
with pictograms from everyday life, which need no further explanation. Even the cup of coffee  
at work and the umbrella, today a mandatory accessory, appear in the text.  

The presentation continues with the development of writing until, with the first discovery of  
a single letter in Serabit el-Khadim, the use of alphabets is discovered. According to scientists 
involved, it is a letter of the very first alphabet, which gave rise to the alphabet of all modern 
languages. The use of single letters for the purpose of forming words is attributed to Canaanite 
foreign workers who, in the 17th century B.C. in service of the Egyptians, mined turquoise at this 
site. I often have wondered in which form the Ten Commandments were written, which Moses (a 
Canaanite Jew who was introduced to Egyptian knowledge (and certainly also to its writings) by 
circumstances known to us from the Old Testament), which he received from God’s hands in the 
16th century B.C., on Mount Sinai, not far from Serabit el-Khadim.  

Non-the-less I do not have full confidence in the findings presented in these films. They do not  
inform on script or characters used for the Epic of Gilgamesh, by many considered the earliest 
Adamic literature. The extensive bookkeeping, which was wide-spread in Mesopotamia at that 
time is mentioned only briefly. Pictorial forms of writings in China and Central America and their 
history are presented. As is the challenges young people in East Asia face today with characters 
on their cell phones, which - because they are taken from Latin - do not correspond to their 
spoken language. The first mechanical reproduction of script by Gutenberg is discussed, and  
as well the first print of the Bibel, which Luther translated in the early 1500s. 

Holy Scripture 

Were the tablets of the law, which Moses received from God's hand on Mount Sinai, the first 
written record of God's hithero only spoken word? Were they written in the new alphabet? Which 
script did Moses use for his seven books, of which only five have survived. Were they composed 
in the at his time new manner to form written words from individual letters and not in pictograms? 
The Indian Vedas are much older and rather offer lessons in physics. Which script were they 
written in and how have they been handed down? What about the Iranian prophet Zarathustra,  
who understood the universe as divided into good and evil without a concept or reality of merci? 
And what about the founder of Islam Mohamed, who honored Jesus Christ as a prophet, but not 
as God. What about all other holy scriptures, which I cannot name because I do not know them. 
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The Holy Scriptures of the Christian Occident can only be understood by those who first open 
their hearts to the Lord. Only then what they reads will make sense. Only then will they find 
comfort and hope and they will be satisfied. And yet, sometimes he will not understand Holy 
Scriptures. They contains spiritual equivalents which he may not know. The texts that Jesus 
dictated to the musician Jakob Lorber (he called him his weak servant) in 1840 to 1868 are not  



as such. The Lord speaks unmistakably speaks on the themes of Creation. Some see parallels of 
Lorber's texts to the Vedas of pre-flood times. He expresses himself on personal issues and 
everyday human affairs.  

Sacred Scripture is for personal communication. It is not suited for discussion, argument and 
dispute. Yes, the letter kills, only the spirit gives it life. And only the humble, almighty Lord knows 
how to speak to the heart of man. Perhaps for this reason he suggests that it is better not to read 
Holy Scripture than read it half-heartedly. 

Love 

Without free will love there can be no love. But without humility, love also is unthinkable.  
Facts well portrayed in the Billy Wilder film "Sabrina" from 1954, broadcast by ARTE not long ago, 
by Humphrey Bogard, as the inventor, manufacturer and owner of a company that is highly 
traded on the stock exchange, and Audrey Hepburn, as his chauffeur’s daughter. Neither the 
exercise of power nor submission to it have a place in love. Love is gentle, a soft wind blows.  
God humble, who would have thought so? Humans today are poised for strength, for asserting 
oneself, for fighting and winning. So much so that we hardly notice him, nor his gentleness.  

Love God the Father above all and love your neighbour as yourself (funny  the program I use was 
unable to translate this sentence). Jesus summarises all ten commandments in this sentence.  
Without further ado it contains all others. But, who cares? 

Today, in the face of countless transgressions, the suggestion itself sounds absurd. Is it possible? 
To love the other, who may be beating you, … at least does not understand you at all. Who 
revolves only around himself. And his work. Or loves another he or she? How and why love God, 
who allows all this? How restore love when it is gone? How love, when there is no love at all in 
oneself? 

In such a case, it might help to consider the consequences of turning away from love. Love is 
bound to turn into hatred, … at least into contempt. Meekness transforms to violence. Physically 
and/or mentally. And soon both mind and body are filled with the very opposite of God. So what 
can be done? There is a simple answer: Forgive.  

What, … me - forgive? Don't you know what he/she has done to me.... (we better not go into 
details here). Yes, forgive! How...? ...given the present emotional state? It is a decision that we can 
make with his help. It allows us to exercise a right that is actually only due to God: To consign the 
past to oblivion. Case closed. File done. And start a new life with him! 
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A new life... 

Ha…! Start a new life with him! How? Let him show himself.  And why not stop all the suffering, 
the pain, the hunger, the need. Injustice, inequality, greed, shouldn't he not begin to do 
something to end it?  



Let’s begin with the first accusation. He has shown himself, and cannot help but… How about  
we humans perceive this fact? After all where do I come from? How did I come into being? What 
nourishes my flesh and blood? Am I not - beside all other humans - the fullest expression of his 
being. In addition I am nourished by nature, which he created. I breathe his air. Drink his water. 
And see - visible only on dark, cloud-free nights - the universe, in which the planet on which I live 
circles. We live in his creation, which the adversary dominates. 

The second accusation. Regarding an obvious inequality among men, things are different.  
In the hereafter other criteria exist. Everything is exposed. No one can hide. Humility counts. 
Pride, arrogance, haughtiness cause problems. With humility comes help and love. Pride 
multiplies. Humility is the way to heaven, pride leads the way to hell. Who then will benefit  
in the hereafter? The rich and powerful, the warmongers and oppressors of the Earth or all  
those who suffer? Directly or - as today - from the consequences of economic malpractices.  

Another dimension 

Above is like below, claimed the alchemists of ancient Egypt. Is, in reverse conclusion, below  
like above? On planet Earth, do we live in the hereafter? Yes and no! Here and now we 
experience a temporary existence. A thin membrane separates us from dimensions, which we 
neither see nor perceive. However, the universe obviously is everywhere. It exists on earth,  
in the here and now, just as in outer space. We are amidst it. None-the-less a special aspect 
applies to those who, in apparent isolation, live on planet Earth. 

Years ago, when I first heard about this membrane (the density of which possibly consists of only 
one atom) in the work of a mathematician working in Africa, all in me instantly agreed. All in me 
was ready to further pursue this matter. Ever since I found it confirmed in Lorber's writings, in the 
Lord’s words, for me this matter is settled. 

But, let us first address again the question of humility and pride in the hereafter. The humble will 
continue to grow in the knowledge of the Lord and come closer to Him. The haughty will join the 
company of like-minded. Among them no one wants to serve. Everyone wants to be the best, 
most beautiful, richest and most powerful. Logically, this cannot but lead to discord, conflict and 
war. 

And is not this hell beginning to be a reality in the here and now? Yes, on earth nutrients and 
poisons thrive side by side. Wheat and weeds stand together in one field. So as not to spoil the 
wheat, the Lord continues to permits the tares. But who belongs to which category? Who seeks 
and knows the Lord. Who rejects the idea of a creator, ruler of the universe, as humbug. Without 
coming up with a convincing explanatory model or counter concept for life and humanity on 
planet Earth? 
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... actually begin! 

Holding a proud position one still can be humble. In humiliating circumstances one can be 
proud. Haughtiness and humility are not bound up with activity or class. They are a matter of  
the heart in which the Lord may or may not dwell. Why is it, actually, that some seek the Lord,  



do open their heart, but find nothing in themselves that points to his presence? 

Man is born with energy. He learns to crawl, sit, stand and walk. Later he feeds and clothes 
himself. And provides for his dwelling. The necessary effort sustains him, not just the results. 
Movement, due to which he has developed himself, and has gained strength in the first place,  
is a basic human need. The sum of all this makes for the fifty percent the Lord provides. Fifty 
percent man must himself provide. By the power of named endowment, and by his will. 

Faith requires information. One must know what to believe. Once the information is received, 
action is required. Faith alone no longer does it. With the Lord in mind live a decent life. Activate 
(for example, forgive where forgiveness is due). Participate (for example help without the left 
hand knowing what the right is doing). Speak of  the Lord (so others also can know him).  

He has made arrangements for life on earth and for our new, eternal life... Here words cease… 
but I will not give up. Like Paul: Convince with arguments, not with miracles. Even if the coming  
of the Lord to my heart was nothing short of and, in fact, is much more than a miracle. He calls  
us to appeal to the mind, to reason and the power to act of neighbours, friends and foes.


